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ABSTRACT 

Method Development for Efficient Incorporation of Unnatural Amino Acids 

Paul David Harris 

The synthesis of proteins bearing unnatural amino acids has the potential to enhance 

and elucidate many processes in biochemistry and molecular biology. There are two 

primary methods for site specific unnatural amino acid incorporation, both of which 

use the cell’s native protein translating machinery: in vitro chemical acylation of 

suppressor tRNAs and the use of orthogonal amino acyl tRNA synthetases. Total 

chemical synthesis is theoretically possible, but current methods severely limit the 

maximum size of the product protein. In vivo orthogonal synthetase methods suffer 

from the high cost of the unnatural amino acid. In this thesis I sought to address this 

limitation by increasing cell density, first in shake flasks and then in a bioreactor in 

order to increase the yield of protein per amount of unnatural amino acid used. In a 

parallel project, I used the in vitro chemical acylation system to incorporate several 

unnatural amino acids, key among them the fluorophore BODIPYFL, with the aim of 

producing site specifically fluorescently labeled protein for single molecule FRET 

studies. I demonstrated successful incorporation of these amino acids into the trial 

protein GFP, although incorporation was not demonstrated in the final target, FEN1. 

This also served to confirm the effectiveness of a new procedure developed for 

chemical acylation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Unnatural Amino Acid Incorporation 

Proteins are the workhorses of the biochemical world, fulfilling a vast array of 

roles, from structural proteins like actin, to transport proteins like hemoglobin, and 

enzymes, which are responsible for catalyzing the overwhelming majority of chemical 

reactions within the cell. Proteins are capable of a wide array of chemical reactions, 

despite the fact that, with a few exceptions, proteins are composed of a set of only 20 

amino acids. This limits the chemical functionality of proteins, especially from a 

protein engineering perspective. In biology, proteins requiring a functionality that 

cannot be provided by the 20 amino acids often do so by means of cofactors, post-

translational modifications, and prosthetic groups. For the scientist, the introduction 

of unnatural amino acids directly into proteins offers greater, more precise control, 

and perhaps greater potential compared to natural amino acid mutagenesis. The 

specific application will be determined by the nature of the UAA incorporated.1–3 

Work on UAA incorporation was pioneered by Peter G. Schultz’s group, who remains 

the preeminent expert on UAA incorporation into proteins. 

1.2 Investigating Protein Function 

UAAs were first incorporated for the purpose of probing protein structure.4 

Since then UAAs have been used as probes for a large variety of measurement 

techniques. Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and other fluorescent 

techniques are the most popular, but NMR and EPR UAA probes have also been 

employed.1–3 A variety of other techniques involving steric and electronic 

perturbation,1,3 and photoreactive UAAs5,6 have also been employed. 
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1.2.1 Fluorescence 

Fluorescent UAAs have been found to be exceedingly useful in fluorescence 

based experiments, and especially with those involving FRET. FRET techniques have 

become very versatile in recent years.7 FRET is a nonradiative phenomenon by which 

an excited fluorophore, the donor, transfers its energy to nearby (usually <80Å) 

fluorophore with similar spectral features, and the acceptor becomes the fluorescing 

moiety. The ratio of photons emitted by the acceptor to the total number fluorescent 

photons emitted by both donor and acceptor, commonly called the FRET efficiency, 

is given by equation 1.8 

(1) 𝐸 = 𝑅06

𝑅06+𝑟
=  1

1+(𝑟 𝑅06
� )

 

Where E is the FRET efficiency, and R0 is a composite constant for a given FRET 

system, often called the Förster distance, which is the distance at which the FRET 

efficiency will be 50%. The R0 for a given FRET system is given in equation 2.8,9 

(2) 𝑅0 = 8.79 × 103[𝑄𝐷𝜅2𝑛−4𝐽(𝜆)]1 6⁄  

Where QD is the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of the acceptor, n is the 

refractive index of the medium, J(λ) is the so called overlap integral of the two 

fluorophores, and κ2 is the so called orientation factor, which accounts for the relative 

orientations of the transition dipoles of the two fluorophores relative to each other and 

their fluctuations over time. κ2 is the most difficult variable in R0, as in biological 

systems it can be hard to determine the relative orientations and conformational 

freedom of the fluorophores. κ2 has a maximum value of 4, but for freely rotating 

fluorophores κ2=2/3.8 For a given system, fluorescence anisotropy experiments may 

be used to absolutely determine κ2, but this requires more complicated equipment than 
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most imaging setups have, and thus often not done.8 Thus FRET experiments often 

report qualitative data of high or low FRET or increasing and decreasing separation of 

the fluorophores without calculating absolute distances. 

    

Figure 1: List of UAAs incorporated into proteins. For more comprehensive lists of 
UAAs that have been experimentally incorporated see reviews by Schultz and 
Dougherty.1,2 A * next to the number of an amino acid indicates the efficiency of 
incorporation was very low. UAAs groupings indicate only primary purpose for 
incorporation or notable feature, some UAAs have been used for more than the 
named purpose. 
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Figure 1 (continued)  
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Since FRET studies require two fluorophores, one can think of two general types of 

FRET studies conducted using UAAs:  

i. A protein is labeled with a single fluorescent UAA, and its interaction 

with another fluorescently labeled molecule is examined 

ii.  Two fluorescent labels are located on the same protein, and its 

dynamics under varying conditions are monitored.  

For instance, labeling of calmodulin with two fluorescent UAAs, that formed a 

FRET pair was used to monitor its conformational change when binding to Ca2+. 

Para-amino phenylalanine was linked via the para-amino group using an amide bond 

to BODIPYFL and BODIPY588 fluorescent dyes to create the two fluorescent UAAs 

(Figure 1, compounds 1 and 2 respectively).10 In another example, T4 lysozyme was 

dual labeled, incorporating p-acetylphenylalanine (pAcF Figure 1 compound 3) at one 

site, attaching one fluorophore to this site by an alkoxylamine (Figure 2), and 

attaching the other fluorescent dye by maleimide chemistry to a cysteine; the enzyme 

had been mutated such that there was only a single cysteine.11 Using single molecule 

FRET studies they were able to both confirm the FRET efficiency was consistent with 

the predicted distance based on crystal structures, and cursorily investigate the 

Figure 2: Bioorthogonal labeling of protein using pAcF (Figure 1 
compound 3) and hydroxylamine 
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unfolding of T4 lysozyme by guanidinium chloride. In an even more complicated 

approach, which was also applied to calmodulin, one fluorescent UAA was 

incorporated into a calmodulin that had been truncated at the N-terminus, and native 

chemical ligation was then used to complete the N terminus, with another 

fluorescently labeled short peptide prepared by solid phase synthesis.12 

The fluorescence of even a single fluorophore can provide a wealth of 

information1,13; FRET is still possible, as the other fluorophore in the FRET pair may 

either be located on an interacting molecule,14 or be a tryptophan, one of the natural 

amino acids within the protein (work done by Brewer and coworkers, Figure 1 

compounds 5 and 6).15 Chollet and coworkers incorporated a fluorescent UAA 

(Figure 1 compound 4) into the tachykinin neurokinin-2 receptor (NK2).14 They also 

measured the fluorescence spectra of their mutant NK2 bearing a fluorescent 

unnatural amino acid, as well as fluorescent anisotropy, which reports on the 

orientational mobility of the fluorophore, and can be used to deduce κ2 the orientation 

factor. 

Fluorescent spectra are sensitive to the environment of the fluorophore. For 

instance, tryptophan fluorescence is often quenched by water, decreasing overall 

fluorescence, and charges residing nearby can shift the fluorescence maximum.13 

Several studies have been conducted on the potential of incorporating fluorescent 

UAAs investigating their use to probe the local environment (Figure 1 compounds 7-

9).16,17 Of perhaps greater interest, Jan and co-workers used a UAA Aladan (Figure 1 

compound 10), which has a fluorescent spectrum that is highly affected by the local 

electrostatic environment, to study various residues in the B1 domain of Protein G, 

finding significant variability in electrostatic fields within this protein.18  
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There are perhaps two key advantages to UAAs over tryptophan in fluorescent 

studies. First if a protein has multiple tryptophans, especially if they are both critical 

for protein function, then interpreting the fluorescent spectra can be difficult. Second, 

tryptophan’s excitation and emission are in the UV range, with excitation around 280 

and emission ranging from 308 nm to 355 nm,13 which require more complicated 

optics, and are not accessible in vivo; UAAs on the other hand can have excitation and 

emission at longer wavelengths, thus making measurement easier while also reducing 

the background signal from tryptophan, as well as tyrosine and phenylalanine, which 

show a weak fluorescence at wavelengths similar to tryptophan. 

 

Figure 3: Fluorescent UAAs 
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1.2.2 NMR Probes 

Isotopic labeling of UAAs and subsequent incorporation into protein allows 

UAAs to serve as NMR probes. The basic concept is very similar to the idea of a 

fluorescent probe, wherein the UAA is particularly active or produces a signal that is 

easily separated from the signal produced by the protein.  

UAAs as NMR probes can be radiolabeled, or have a structure giving a 

distinct NMR signal. The first use of UAAs for NMR studies was reported in 1992, 

primarily as a proof of concept, a 13C labeled alanine was incorporated into the 

18.7kDa protein T4 lysozyme, the wild type protein also containing an alanine at the 

particular site.19 In the 13C filtered spectrum, they were able to assign resonances 

associated with the labeled alanine, even in the denatured state, impossible at the 

time, without such labeling. 

Until the onset of in vivo methods of UAA incorporation, work on UAA NMR 

labels received little attention due to the poor yields of in vitro UAA incorporation 

systems, methods and their limitations will be discussed later. The UAA method is 

advantageous because it can be site specific, but in vitro methods rarely are practical 

for the production of the quantities of protein needed for NMR. With the onset of in 

vivo UAA incorporation methods, so did the practicality of using UAAs as NMR 

labels. 5,20 The one 

drawback to in 

vivo methods is 

that only UAAs 

that are 

structurally 

different from 
Figure 4: UAAs used in NMR studies 
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natural amino acids can be incorporated. 13C /15N labeling is the most common. 

Generally this type of labeling is most helpful in simplifying HSQC-NOESY spectra. 

Using 13C /15N labeled methoxy phenylalanine (OMeF, Figure 1 compound 11), this 

approach was applied to understanding ligand binding dynamics of a tool compound 

that mimicked the anti-obesity drug Orlisat to human fatty acid synthase thioesterase 

(FAS-TE).21 

Fluorine is an attractive NMR probe, since its naturally occurring isotope, 19F 

is highly sensitive, and its chemical shift is very responsive to its chemical 

environment.5 Incorporation of fluorinated amino acids such as trifluoromethoxy 

phenylalanine (OCF3F Figure 1 compound 12) were used in parallel with 13C/15N 

OMeF studies on human FAS-TE.21 When OCF3F was incorporated at sites in 

FAS-TE that lack electron density in published crystal structures, 19F NMR showed 

line broadening, providing evidence for conformational exchange in these regions of 

the protein.21 Preceding this study, Mehl and co-workers demonstrated a system to 

incorporate L-4trifluoromethylphenylalanine (pCF3F Figure 1 compound 13) 

proposing it for use in NMR studies.22 

Another set of attractive NMR UAA targets are photocaged UAAs. 

Photocaged UAAs contain a moiety that is cleaved off under exposure to UV 

irradiation (see Figure 7 in section 1.1.5). An isotopically labeled photocaged natural 

amino acid could obfuscate the previously mentioned inability of in vivo systems 

being incapable of site specifically incorporating isotopically labeled but otherwise 

natural amino acids. Thus far only photocaged tyrosine (orthonitrobenzyle tyrosine, o-

NBY Figure 1 compound 14) has been used for isotopic labeling.21 This is the same 

study that used OMeF (11) and OCF3F (12). With the previous two UAAs 

incorporated into FAS-TE, some structural disturbance was possible, in contrast 
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incorporation of o-NBY (14) produced an essentially wild type protein, in this case 

FAS-TE, that was site specifically isotopically labeled, since after exposure to UV 

light, a natural tyrosine resided at the site of incorporation. Geierstanger and 

coworkers were able to show that while the structure had not been disturbed by the 

other UAA substitutions, binding dynamics had been altered in one of the sites they 

had incorporated UAAs into FAS-TE, which was near the active site. Photocaged 

UAAs will be discussed in section 1.1.5.  

1.2.3 EPR Probes 

 UAAs can also serve as probes for Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR). 

Since an EPR probe requires an unpaired spin, unlike NMR probes, there is no way 

for a UAA EPR probes not to perturb the structure of the protein from the wild type. 

T4 lysozyme served as the first host of an EPR probe.16 This largely proof of concept 

study, which also incorporated fluorescent probes, attempted in vitro incorporation of 

3 different UAAs bearing a nitroxide group, a spin label. Of these three, only one was 

successfully incorporated (Figure 1 compound 19). With the one successfully 

incorporated UAA, EPR spectra showed signal broadening and low signal to noise 

ratio, spectra indicative of the spin labeled residue being largely immobile within the 

protein.  

 Later work focusing on introducion spin labels in vivo did not directly 

incorporate a nitroxide spin label, but rather introduced a UAA with a keto functional 

group, pAcF (Figure 1 compound 3) which had previously been incorporated into 

various proteins in vivo in Escherichia coli,23 Sacchoromyces cerevisiae,24 and 

mammalian cells.25 In E. coli p-AcPhe was incorporated into T4 lysozyme, and then 

reacted with a hydroxylamine coupled to a nitroxide. In 2014, Schmidt, Summerer 

and coworkers were able to directly incorporate a spin labeled UAA derived from 
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pyrrolysine (Figure 1 compound 20a).26 This perhaps shows the greatest potential for 

spin labeling as EPR measurements were able to be performed in vivo and did not 

require post expression chemical labeling, which is both more work and while labels 

may be largely bioorthogonal, there is no guarantee that they will not have some 

undesired crossreactivity with the protein. 

 Besides mobility, another very important application of EPR is double 

electron electron resonance (DEER), which can determine absolute distances with 

incorporation of 2 spin labels, which can be identical.27,28 This makes it similar in 

function to FRET, and in some ways superior as spin labels are often smaller and can 

be identical compared to the larger fluorescent labels that must be different in FRET. 

Another advantage, 

already indicated for 

DEER is that absolute 

distances can be 

calculated directly from 

the spectrum,28 while 

doing the same with 

FRET requires 

knowledge of the 

difficult to determine κ2 

orientation factor.  

1.2.4 Steric and Electronic Perturbation 

Another strategy is using UAAs not as a specific reporter, but rather to perturb 

the structure of the protein in order to better understand the role of a specific site.1 For 

instance much work has been done on the nicotinic acetycholine receptor (nAChR). In 

Figure 5: UAAs used to incorporate EPR spin labels 
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1995, Novak and coworkers showed that incorporation of bulkier UAAs at specific 

sites altered the channel’s response to ligand ligand binding, though little apparent 

perturbation of the overall structure of the multimeric protein was detected (Figure 1 

compounds 11,21-26).29 In 1996 Lester and coworkers extended the study to 

systematically compare the effects of sterics and electronics at a different position in 

nAChR, where the use of UAAs offered the range of amino acids needed for such a 

systematic comparison, (Figure 1 compounds 27-32).30 Both of these studies were 

performed using Xenopus oocytes. In another set of studies both published in 1997 

and involving Sidney Hecht, a variety of UAAs were incorporated at sites within 

dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) (Figure 1 compounds 33-41)31 and firefly luciferase 

(Figure 1 compounds 42 and 43)32 probing the roles of the hydrophobicity and steric 

bulk at these sights. One of 

the sites they studies in 

DHFR was an aspartate in 

the active site, and thus 

beyond simple steric or 

electronic perturbation. 

UAAs served as a 

mechanistic probe of the 

role of the aspartic acid.31  

 

 

 

Figure 6: UAAs used in steric, electronic and active site 
perturbation 
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1.2.5 Photocages and Crosslinking 

UAAs have been used in 

several instances taking 

advantage of photochemistry. 

Typically, UV irradiation is used 

to remove (photocage) or connect 

(photocrosslink) molecules from 

or to proteins. Photocaging was 

briefly mentioned in section 

1.1.2, and here we return to it in greater detail. Generally photocaged UAAs are 

UAAs that undergo light induced reactions that liberate the “caging” group from the 

UAA(Figure 7). The most common photocages are ortho-nitrobenzyl (o-nitrobenzyl) 

groups and their derivatives,33,34 which cleave at the benzylic portion upon irradiation 

with light between 300 nm and 365 nm,5,33–35 O-nitrobenzyl photocages have been 

used to photocage tyrosine (Figure 1 compound 14),34 cysteine (15),35 serine (17),36 

and lysine (16).37 This not only has been used for NMR labeling studies,21 but also as 

a means of triggering enzyme activity, by caging an essential amino acid, so that the 

enzyme only becomes active after irradiation by light.34,35 Serine has been photocaged 

with the o-nitrobenzyl derivative, 4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitro-benzyl group,36 which can be 

removed at longer wavelengths of light than the o-nitrobenzyl group, such as that 

provided by a 405nm laser, making it ideal for in vivo studies. This was used to study 

phosphorylation of the eukaryotic transcription factor Pho4 in Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae in vivo, where specific phosphorylation sites were blocked with the 

photocage, and could then be photoactivated with a blue laser (Figure 1 DNBS 

compound 17).36 The concept of photocaging can be applied even to the backbone: 

Figure 7: Photodecaging of UAAs to natural 
amino acids 
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upon irradiation the peptide backbone is cleaved, resulting in photo induced 

proteolysis. This method was used to study the Drosophila Shaker B K+ channel, 

demonstrating the importance of a particular disulfide linkage by showing that proper 

function was maintained when 2-(nitrophenyl)glycine (Npg, Figure 1, compound 18) 

was incorporated into a loop between two cysteine residues believed to be involved in 

a disulfide bond, and upon photocleavage, the function was maintained.38 

Photocrosslinking of proteins using UAAs has been used to investigate 

protein-protein interactions. Due to photocrosslinking’s covalent nature, it offers 

distinct advantaged over immunoprecipitation and other methods which may involve 

much weaker interactions.3 While a UAA capable of photocrosslinking had been 

incorporated before,16 the first application of a UAA in photocrosslinking was 

demonstrated by  Bruno Martoglio and Bernhard Dobberstein as a means of 

identifying the molecules the signal recognition particle (SRP) interacts with during 

Figure 8: Use of photocrosslinking to study SRP insertion into the ER 
membrane 
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insertion into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (Figure 8).6,39 For this they used the 

UAA L-4'-(3-[trifluoromethyl]-3H-diazirin-3-yl)phenylalanine (Tmd-F Figure 1 

compound 44). Upon UV irradiation, this UAA generates a carbene with a half life of 

approximately one nanosecond, thus nearly guaranteeing that it will react with the 

nearest molecule regardless of its identity. Later, studying the mitochondrial protein 

import process, the benzophenone bearing UAA p-benzyol-L-phenylalanine (pBpa 

Figure 1 compound 45) was incorporated into a specially designed fusion protein of 

the mitochondrially targeted cytochrome b2 and DHFR.40 The benzophenone UAA 

was expected to have the advantage of greater stability and more selective 

photocroslinking compared with the diazirin of the previous studies. In all of the 

aforementioned studies using photocrosslinking UAAs, incorporation was done in 

vitro supplying the necessary ER or 

mitochondrial membranes into the in 

vitro translation mixture. More 

recently procedures have been 

established for in vivo incorporation 

of pBpa,41 and the azide bearing p-

azido-phenylalanine (pAzF, Figure 1 

compound 46),42 useful both as a 

photocrosslinker and in “click” 

chemistry (see section 1.2.1).   

  

Figure 9: Photoreactive UAAs 
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1.2.6 Mimicking Post Translational Modifications 

 Post-translational modifications play a very important role in a number of 

proteins. Phosphorylation of transcription factors determines their localization and 

activity within a cell,43,44 and sulfation of tyrosine is important in several processes in 

higher eukaryotes. For instance sulfation is required for efficient binding of factor 

VIII to the von Willebrand factor, as well as for leukocyte adhesion. The HIV 

coreceptor CCR5 must be sulfated for entry into the host cell.45 Since the processes by 

which proteins are post-translationally modified can be hard to control and often are 

poorly understood, incorporation of UAAs mimicking post-translational 

modifications can be used to disentangle their function, which was suggested by 

several early papers,1,17 and it continues to be mentioned, though for a given type of 

post-translational modification there are often only two or three papers.5  

 Perhaps the most interesting post-translational modification that has been 

studied with UAAs is that of the sulfation of tyrosine, known to be common, and yet 

poorly understood, largely due to lack of effective protocols for producing sulfated 

proteins.45 This is in contrast to the relatively well understood roles of 

phosphorylation. Thus UAAs have provided comparatively more insight into the field 

of sulfation. Thus far two papers have used a UAA approach to produce large 

quantities of sulfated proteins (UAA incorporated: sulfotyrosine, Figure 1compound 

46).46,47 First it was demonstrated, that the anticoagulant huridin, which inhibits 

thrombin, has a much greater activity when sulfated confirming an earlier 

hypothesis.46 The second was a protocol paper, introducing the UAA method as a 

general means to express proteins suspected to be sulfated, and the expression was 

demonstrated in FAS-TE and double sulfation of the antibody 412d.47 
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 The study of phosphorylation in general is well established, and UAAs only 

provide another tool in an already well developed kit. The first UAAs that could be 

considered to mimic phosphorylation were not incorporated with that intent, nor were 

they incorporated at sites expected to be phosphorylated. Rather, they served as a 

means to understand structural and active site perturbation (Figure 1 compounds 41, 

42, and 43).31,32 In one of the primary studies of phosphorylation using UAAs, p-

carboxymethly-L-phenylalanine (pCMF Figure 1 compound 47) was used.48 The use 

of a carboxy group in place of a phosphoryl group prevented dephosphorylation, and 

the use of carboxy groups as analogues for phsophoryl groups was already validated 

in an earlier study where serines where phosphorylation occurred were mutated to 

glutamic acids, and the mutants found to display the activity of the phosphorylated 

wild type 

protein.44 

Finally, there is 

the study 

mentioned in section 

1.1.5, wherein 

phosphorylation of Pho 

4 was blocked by a 

photocaged(Figure 1 

compound 17).36  

 

1.3 New Chemical Functionalities 

UAAs have also been used in engineering proteins for specific tasks, as 

opposed to understanding the nature of an existing protein. One concept that is 

Figure 10: UAAs mimicking post translational modifications 
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common through nearly all of the UAA protein engineering is bioorthoganality.49 

Essentially a bioorthogonal reaction is one which can proceed in the presence of all 

biological groups without reacting with them. One example of bioorthogonal 

chemistry mentioned in section 1.1.1 was use of ketones and alkoxylamines to attach 

a fluorophore to a protein.11 In this instance, the acetyl group served as a 

bioorthogonal group.  

Generally the first choice for bioorthogonal reactivity is the azide-alkyne 

Husgein cylcoaddition, in which an azide and alkyne undergo a cycloaddition, 

generally catalyzed by copper, to 

form a 1,2,3 triazole. This copper 

catalyzed reaction is commonly 

referred to as the “click” 

reaction.50,51 This was used to attach 

glycosyl52 and polyethelyene 

glycol53 (PEG) to proteins using 

alkyne and azido bearing UAAs 

respectively(Figure 1 compounds 49 and pAzf 48 respectively)(Figure 11). The 

primary purpose of PEGylation and glycosylation was improved pharmacokinetics 

and pharmacostability of the proteins. When a cycloctyne is used as the alkyne, the 

ring strain is enough to obviate the need for  Cu+ catalyst, this has been called strain 

promoted azide-alkyne cycloadtion (SPAAC).54 In vivo orthogonal synthetase 

methods (see section 1.3.2) have even been developed to incorporate two pyrrolysine 

derivatives containing cycloctynes (Figure 1 compounds 50 and 51) for the purposes 

of using SPAAC to site specifically conjugate fluorescent tags onto proteins.55 

Figure 11: PEGylation of protein via 
incorporation of pAzF followed by click 
reaction. 
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 Proteins have been used as chiral ligands for various metal catalyzed 

reactions.56–58 The essential concept is the introduction of a moiety known to be 

catalytic but lacking enantio or regio selectivity, and introducing this into a protein, 

which will serve as a ligand to create the environment needed to add the desired 

selectivity. Most studies do not involve UAA, but rather focus on the use of artificial 

cofactors that bind to protein. For instance biotin binds tightly to the protein, and 

linking biotin to a catalytic moiety has served to create enantio and stereo selective 

catalysts.56,57 The first metal binding UAA was incorporated by Schultz into a mutant 

E. coli catabolite activator protein (CAT). (2,2’-bipyridin-5-yl)alanine (Bpy-A Figure 

1 compound 52) when bound to Cu2+ oxidatively cleaves DNA. When incorporated 

into CAT, and bound to Cu2+ Bpy-A achieved site specific DNA cleavage.59 

Nonetheless UAAs are commonly mentioned in discussions of the future of “artificial 

metalloenzymes.”60–62 Recently Lewis published what he describes as a “general 

method” using SPAAC to attach catalytic dirhodium complexes into the α-β barrel 

protein tHisF using pAzF Figure 

1 compound 48) in hopes of 

carrying out dirhodium carbene 

insertions. Unfortunately their 

dirhodium artificial 

metaloenzyme was less active 

and showed no enantio or 

regioselectivity compared to the 

dirhodium complex alone.63  
Figure 12: UAAs with bioorthogonal 
functionalities 
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1.4 Methods: Protein synthesis 

 For large proteins, chemical solid phase synthesis is impractical, and thus the 

cellular machinery must be used for the synthesis of any large protein, whether or not 

a UAA is incorporated. Since incorporation of UAAs is dependent on hijacking this 

machinery, it will be useful to briefly summarize how biology synthesizes proteins. 

The process of protein synthesis can be divided into two steps: transcription and 

translation. In transcription, the sequence of DNA is used as a template to make an 

RNA message. Within the cells DNA contains the full set of instructions for every 

protein ; however, before those instructions are turned into a protein, they must be 

passed through an intermediary, messenger RNA molecule (mRNA). The process of 

producing this molecule is called transcription. In transcription, after binding 

initiation either by binding to a promoter sequence or directed to a given site by 

transcription factors (or a combination of the two) an RNA polymerase uses the 

standard base pairing rules to create an mRNA molecule of sequence complimentary 

to the DNA strand being used as a template. Termination occurs when the polymerase 

comes across a termination sequence, wherein transcription stops and the completed 

mRNA molecule is released.3,64 

 The process of turning the mRNA message into protein is called translation. 

This process in more complex compared to transcription. Initiation of translation 

occurs with the assembly of the transcription complex, called the ribosome, which is 

composed of two subunits, around the mRNA. This assembly usually begins with the 

association of the small ribosomal subunit around a Shine-Dalgarno sequence at the 

5’ end of the mRNA, and complete assembly occurs around a 5’-AUG-3’ sequence, 

called the start codon. This AUG associates with the special f-Met transfer RNA 

(tRNA), followed by assembly of the large ribosomal subunit. tRNAs are key to 
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decoding the mRNA message. Each tRNA has a specific three base pair anticodon in 

an anticodon loop that base pairs within the ribosome with the mRNA. The ribosome 

sequentially accepts appropriately base paired tRNAs, and catalyzes peptide bond 

formation between amino acids charged onto the 3’ end of the tRNAs. Enzymes 

called amino acyl tRNA synthetases (aaRS) are responsible for recognizing a given 

tRNA, and then attaching via an acyl bond, a specific amino acid. Thus, aaRSs and 

tRNAs form pairs that translate the genetic code. Since each tRNA, has its specific 

anticodon and is only acylated with a specific amino acid from a specific aaRS, for a 

given 3 base codon on the mRNA, there will only be a single amino acid 

incorporated. Peptides synthesis on the ribosome usually begins with the amino acid 

methionine, as the AUG codon serves as the start signal, though exceptions exist. 

Polypeptide synthesis usually ends when the ribosome encounters one of three stop 

codons, UGA, UAA, or UAG. These three codons lack natural tRNAs, rather when 

the ribosome comes across these sequences, either release factor 1 (RF1) or release 

factor 2 (RF2) bind and recognize these stop codons, and trigger hydrolysis of the 

final amino acid from the tRNA, resulting in dissociation from the ribosome.64 

 In the laboratory, synthesis of desired proteins can be done either in vitro or in 

vivo, and both methods have been applied to incorporation of UAAs. In order to use 

the cellular machinery for incorporation of UAAs, an additional tRNA acylated with 

the desired UAA must be supplied. Important features of this artificial tRNA are 

1. An anticodon not used by any natural tRNA present to ensure site 

specificity 

2. Not acylated by any natural aaRS present in the system, ensuring only 

UAAs are incorporated at the desired position or positions 

3. The ribosome can readily recognize and incorporate the tRNA and UAA 
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Points 1 and 2 are collectively referred to as orthogonallity. The gene of interest will 

then have the corresponding codon at the desired position. Generally the UAG codon 

is used (the tRNA will therefore have a CUA anticodon) as UAG is the least used of 

the three stop codons, which are not recognized by any natural tRNA. A tRNA with 

an amber anticodon will thus suppress the function of the release factors, and thus is 

often called an amber suppressor.1–3,5,65,66 Four and even five base “frameshift” 

codons have also been employed.1,3,5,66 The advantage of the amber method is both its 

simplicity, and that if amber suppression fails; translation will terminate resulting in a 

truncated protein. If a four base codon is not recognized by the unnatural tRNA, 

translation will continue incorporating natural amino acids that do not even 

correspond to the original protein intended to be synthesized. Thus, when using four 

base codons it is generally prudent to engineer the gene to include a non frameshifted 

Figure 13: Simplified schematic of the three steps of protein translation with 
emphasis on function of aaRS/tRNA pairs 
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stop codon after the 4 base codon, such that if a framshift does not occur, the 

ribosome will encounter a stop codon and terminate shortly after not using the four 

base codon. The one key advantage to four and five base codons is that multiple 

different unnatural amino acids can be incorporated into a single protein.10  

 1.4.1 Chemical acylation 

 The first UAA incorporation 

system was developed in 1989.4 In this 

landmark paper, Schultz and coworkers 

used an E. coli based in vitro cell free 

system. This paper set forth the model 

for nearly all work on incorporation of 

UAAs until 2001, and still remains the 

model for many current studies as well; 

therefore lengthy discussion of this 

paper is warranted. UAA acylated tRNA 

was supplied by adding previously 

synthesized UAA tRNA to the translation system (Figure 14).  

Key to their efforts was the synthesis an amber suppressor tRNA acylated with 

an unnatural amino acid. The amber suppressor tRNA was derived from the Yeast 

phenylalanine tRNA (Yeast tRNAPhe); by replacing the anticodon loop with a new 

CUA amber anticodon loop, the produced modified Yeast tRNAPhe amber suppressor 

(Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA). This was done in two ways:  

Figure 14: Schematic of in vitro 
chemical aminoacylation approach to 
UAA incorporation 
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i. Isolation of natural Yeast tRNAPhe, digestion of the anticodon loop and 

ligation a chemical synthesized oligonucleotide supplying an amber 

anticodon loop  

ii. Preparation a DNA template that produces a run-off transcript 

equivalent to Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA.  

No synthetase at the time was capable of acylating this tRNA with an 

unnatural amino acid, though they attempted using several analogues of phenylalanine 

with yeast phenylalanine aaRS, all of which failed to be acylated, indicating the high 

degree of specificity of the E. coli phenylalanine amino acyl tRNA synthetases.4 

Chemical acylation was achieved following carboxy activation. Due to 

difficulties of total protection of a full sized tRNA, a dinucleotide (pdCpA) was 

acylated and then ligated to an appropriately truncated Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA. 

Specifically the amino acids, both natural phenylalanine and several phenylalanine 

analouges were coupled to an o-Nitrophenyl-sulfenyl group (NPS, coupled to the 

amino acid: NPS-aa), and N-N’-carbonyldiimidazole (DCI) and reacted with pdCpA 

protected on the exocyclic cytosine amino group with an NPS group. Deprotection 

was carried out using sodium thiosulfate. The yield of the acylation was 16 percent 

with 38 percent recovery of starting material, and the yield of the deprotection was 81 

percent, thus between acylation and deprotection the net yield was 13 percent. T4 

RNA ligase was used to ligate the acylated dinucleotide to a Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA which 

had been truncated by the two nucleotides supplied by the dinucleotide.4 This method 

was based on previous work by other groups which simply attempted to chemically 

acylate RNA, mostly with the aim of developing the tRNAs that Schultz was 

ultimately able to use.67–69 
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The strategy of ligation of a dinucleotide to a truncated tRNA has remained 

the universal method, however, shortly after, in 1991, an improved method which 

only required protection of the amino group of the UAA, any other reactive groups on 

the UAA, and not of the dinucleotide was published, where a cyanomethylester was 

produced by reaction of protected UAA with chloroacetonitrile.70 This method has 

since become the most common for preparation of chemically acylated 

dinucleotides.10,14,16–19,29,30,32,38,40,70–73 Only a few studies have used the original 

method that used DCI.6,39 It should be noted however, that the reported yields of the 

chemical acylation using the cyanmethylester protocol vary significantly, with the 

original paper reporting yields between 68 and 87 percent,70 another reporting similar 

yields of 77 and 82 percent,32 while others reported much lower yields of 32,14 16,73 

and 15 percent.17 Results within our group are usually around 16 percent (manuscript 

in preparation). 

Once purified, Schultz’s team added the chemically acylated UAA-Yeast 

tRNAPhe
CUA to an E. coli cell free translation system.4 This system is often called the 

S30 system as the key component is E. coli lysed by high pressure homogenization 

and freed of heavy solids by centrifugation at 30000g.64,74,75 This system was 

developed by Zubay,74 Pratt, and Collins75 in the 1960s, and continues as one of the 

most common systems used for in vitro protein expression. In order to increase UAA-

Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA stability, Schultz lowered the pH from 8.2 to 7.4 of their reaction, 

which was Shultz’s only modification of the Zubay, Pratt and Collins system.4 

Besides the technical development of a means of acylation of UAAs to 

tRNAs, the requirement of orthogonality is also of great importance. In the first UAA 

incorporation study by Schultz, this was done by inclusion of several control 
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expressions.4 In total, 4 reactions were used to confirm orthogonallity and 

functionality of the Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA:  

1. Cell free expression of wild type β-lactamase gene without amber mutaion 

2. Amber mutant β-lactamase gene but no Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA 

3. Amber mutant β-lactamase gene with unacylated Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA, the 

control for orthogonality 

4. Amber mutant β-lactamase gene with Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA enzymatically 

acylated with radiolabeled phenylalanine with Yeast Phe aaRS 

The first three reactions were supplemented with radiolabeled phenylalanine, while in 

the fourth, the acyalted Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA itself bore the radiolabel. This allowed for 

expressed protein to be detected by autoradiogram of SDS-PAGE gel. No labeled 

protein was found the second or third reactions (amber mutant expressions with either 

no Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA  or unacylated Yeast tRNAPhe

CUA), while expressions of the 

wild type with radiolabeled phenylalanine (that is without amber mutation, thus only 

incorporating natural amino acids) and with radiolabeled phenylalanine acylated 

Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA showed expression of full length protein. This confirmed that the 

Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA was  

i. orthogonal to endogenous E. coli phenylalanine aaRS (third reaction) 

ii. Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA was accepted by the ribosome (fourth reaction) 

Thus confirming its utility as an amber suppressor. The group proceeded with 

incorporation of UAA analogues in β-lactamase, and using an enzymatic assay to 

quantify protein expression. 

Yeast tRNAPhe
CUA was the first tRNA used as an orthogonal amber suppressor 

in any study, but there is no fundamental reason to use Yeast tRNA in the E. coli 

system. Indeed, at least one study has been done screening tRNAs for their 
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orthogonality.76 In this study by Hosaka, fluorescent UAA BODIPYFL-

aminophenylalanine, (BODIPYFL-AF) was chemically acylated to amber anticodon 

mutants of various tRNAs from a variety of organisms in order to screen each tRNA’s 

viability as an amber suppressor. Most studies, however, continue to use the Yeast 

tRNAPhe
CUA or Yeast tRNAPhe

4 base codon.4,6,10,32,39,40,70,73  

 After use in the E. coli S30 system, Lester and coworkers, including Denis 

Doughtery, who wrote one of the early and excellent reviews on the uses of UAAs,1 

extended the amber suppression with chemically acylated tRNAs to use in Xenopus 

oocytes, primarily for the study of ion channels.14,18,29,30,38 This also marked the first 

use of UAAs in vivo.  mRNA and UAA acylated amber suppressor tRNA were 

microinjected into Xenopus oocytes. In the first study they screened the Yeast 

tRNAPhe
CUA used by Schultz against all Xenopus synthetases, and found it to be 

recognized by the phenylalanine aaRS; they resolved the lack of orthogonallity by 

introduction of several mutations that abolished recognition by endogenous aaRSs.29 

This modified amber suppressor was used in one further study,14 but in that same 

year, another orthogonal amber suppressor tRNA was developed for the Xenopus 

system based on the glutamine tRNA (tRNAGln) of Tetrahymena thermophilia,30 

which was used in subsequent studies with Xenopus oocytes.18,38 These studies 

highlight the fact the orthogonality is specific to the platform being used. Beyond E. 

coli and Xenopus oocyte systems, UAAs have been incorporated using chemically 

acylated tRNAs into rabbit reticulocyte lysate,31,40 and wheat germ cell free6,39 

translation systems. All these systems, with the exception of Xenopus oocyte, are in 

vitro as it is difficult to supply the UAA acylated tRNA into living cells. In the 

Xenopus oocyte studies, the proteins being studied were exclusively ion channels, 

which only needed to be synthesized in minute quantities, as patch clamp studies can 
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theoretically detect a single molecule, while whole cell voltage clamp 

electrophysiology techniques can detect as little as 10 attomole of protein.1 

1.4.2 Orthogonal synthetases and in vivo incorporation 

  In 2001 Peter Schultz , again was the first to introduce a general method for 

incorporation of unnatural amino acids this time in vivo.77 The new breakthrough was 

an aaRS that could acylate an 

orthogonal tRNA in vivo with a UAA, 

along with a general method for the 

development of more orthogonal 

aaRSs specific to other UAAs (Figure 

15). Before this, in 1998, an 

orthogonal tRNA/UAA-aaRS pair had 

been reported, but the method used 

was not generalizable for development 

of other orthogonal synthetases.78  

 Schultz referred to his method 

as “expanding the genetic code” of E. 

coli,77 and has since demonstrated 

extension of this method into 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae in vivo expression systems.24 By developing a new tRNA 

and aaRS pair, from the cellular perspective, the UAA becomes merely another of the 

amino acids incorporated along side the standard 20. This is the key to the ability of in 

vivo production. 

 In his 2001 paper, Schultz and coworkers used the tyrosine tRNA and tyrosine 

aaRS of Methanocaldococcus jannaschii, (in the paper the genus name is 

Figure 15: Schematic of orthogonal 
synthetase approach for incorporation of 
UAAs originally developed to extend UAA 
incorporation to in vivo systems 
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Methanococcus, the strain has since been renamed), as a starting point for the directed 

evolution of a UAA aaRS/tRNA pair in E. coli.77,79 They first optimized the tRNA for 

orthogonality and suppression efficiency. The anticodon loop was mutated to the 

amber anticodon, and a library of mutants was made where nucleotides known not to 

interact with the M. jannaschii tyrosine aaRS were randomized. Rounds of negative 

and positive selection were carried out to identify the ideal tRNACUA sequence. 

Negative selection ensured that the amber tRNACUA was not acylated by any E. coli 

synthetase, ensuring orthogonality. This was done by introducing an amber mutation 

into the toxic barnase gene and expressing only the barnase and tRNACUA genes; if 

the tRNACUA were to be acylated by an E. coli aaRS, full length toxic barnase would 

be expressed and kill the cells, while if the tRNACUA was not recognized, a truncated 

and harmless barnase would be expressed thus allowing cell growth and selection. 

Positive selection, ensuring that the 

mutant tRNACUA was both acylated by 

the M. jannaschii Tyr aaRS and 

remained an efficient amber suppressor, 

was carried out by introduction of an 

amber mutation in the TEM-1 β-

lactamase gene, which confers resistance 

to ampicillin. Expressing the mutant β-

lactamase, tRNACUA, and M. jannaschii 

Tyr aaRS. If the tRNACUA, was acylated 

and recognized by the ribosome, the 

cells survived on ampicillin plates, while 

if the tRNACUA was not acylated, or not 

Figure 16: Directed evolution of UAA 
aaRS by positive/negative selection, 
sometimes also called double selection 
scheme 
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recognized by the ribosome, functional β-lactamase would not be expressed, and thus 

the cells would not survive on ampicillin plates. 

 Once the optimized orthogonal tRNACUA, now denoted mutRNACUA was 

developed, Schultz and coworkers sought to alter the specificity of M. jannaschii Tyr 

aaRS to accept O-methyl tyrosine instead. Selected sites based on crystal structures 

were mutated in the M. jannaschii Tyr aaRS, and random mutations introduced by 

PCR. The resulting library was subjected to a positive selection where cells 

expressing the mutant M. jannaschii Tyr aaRSs, optimized mutRNACUA and a copy of 

chloramphenicol acytyltransferase (CAM) with an amber mutation (which confers 

resistance to chloramphenicol when expressed in full length) were grown on plates 

containing chloramphenicol and O-methyl tyrosine. Surviving colonies therefore 

contained a mutant M. jannaschii aaRS capable of acylating the mutRNACUA, a 

second selection was done to ensure that this M. jannaschii aaRS was not 

incorporating a natural amino acid, by replica plating onto plates with 

chloramphenicol but lacking O-methyl tyrosine, colonies that grew therefore 

incorporated a natural amino acid, and were rejected. Colonies that died on the plating 

lacking O-methyl tyrosine were selected, and the mutant M. jannaschii aaRS genes 

subjected to in vitro DNA shuffling, and the same set of selections performed again, 

allowing for further optimization.77 

 This scheme of selections was first applied to generate an aaRS specific for O-

methyl tyrosine, but is theoretically applicable to any amino acid. The Schultz group 

quickly refined the selection method. Instead of performing the negative selection by 

replica plating, the amber mutant toxic barnase gene was used in the absence of UAA, 

thus only cells that exclusively incorporated UAA would survive (Figure 16).41 They 

also refined the positive selection step by coexpressing the chloramphenicol 
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acetyltransferase amber mutant with a green fluorescent protein (GFP) with an amber 

mutation, which imparts color to GFP expressing cells. This is now the standard 

method for development of new UAA aaRS for E. coli.2,15,20,21,23,34,41,42,46,48,80,81 

Within this system, the vast majority of UAA aaRS were derived from the tyrosine 

aaRS of M. jannaschii, and thus the vast majority of UAAs encoded in vivo in E. coli 

have been tyrosine derivatives. Other orthogonal UAA aaRSs have come from the 

archeal Pyrococcus horikoshii lysyl and glutamyl aaRS tRNA/aaRS pairs,82,83 and 

from the Methanosarcina barkeri pyrrolysine tRNA/aaRS pair (tRNAPyl 

/PylRS),26,55,84–86  

The pyrrolysine example deserves more detailed discussion. Methanosarcina 

barkeri has a “naturally” expanded genetic code, most notably incorporating 

pyrrolysine using an amber UAG stop codon in the active site of its 

monomethylamine methyltransferase.87,88 It was later determined that this was done 

using an aaRS (PylRS) that directly acylated pyrrolysine to the amber suppressor 

tRNAPyl
CUA, which was also found to be functional in E. coli expression systems, both 

in vitro and in vivo.89 Thus pyrrolysine could be considered an example of a “natural” 

UAA. It was later found that PylRS is somewhat promiscuous, capable of acylating 

tRNAPyl
CUA with a range of structurally similar amino acids, and with a few 

mutations, the range could be expanded even further.84  

 In 2003 Schultz developed an orthogonal UAA aaRS for the eukaryote 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae.24 The essential methodology remained the same, namely 

the use of a series of positive and negative selections to ensure high efficiency of 

amber suppression, and specificity for UAA, respectively. Because the antibiotic 

chloramphenicol does not affect S. cerevisiae, a different set of specific selection 

markers had to be used. Positive selection was carried out using an amber mutant 
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GAL4 transcription factor in media containing UAA but lacking uracil. GAL4 

activates transcription of HIS3, URA3 and lacZ. HIS3, and URA3 in particular allows 

for cells to grow in the absence of uracil. For negative selection, uracil was provided, 

along with 5-fluororotic acid, and in the absence of UAA. URA3 converts 5-

fluororotic acid into a toxic product. Thus, if GAL4 continued to be expressed in full 

length the cells would die, as that would mean the orthogonal aaRS incorporated a 

natural amino acid. This original development of an orthogonal UAA aaRS for a 

eukaryotic organism used Bacillus stearothermophilus tyrosine aaRS and its tRNA 

pair as a starting point, and the amber suppression methodology.24 These synthetases 

originally developed for use in S. cerevisiae, can also be used in mammalian cells.25 

In eukaryotic systems orthogonal UAA aaRSs have been derived from the E. coli 

Leucyl aaRS pair36 and Methanosarcina barkeri PylRS.37,86 It is notable that PylRS is 

orthogonal in both E. coli and eukaryotic systems, making it an attractive target for 

further use in UAA incorporation. 

 Chin has recognized the ribosome itself in the equation or orthogonality. 

Initially concerned with creating molecular logic gates,90,91 he set out to create 

orthogonal ribosome-mRNA pairs through directed evolution of libraries of mutant 

ribosomes and mutant Shine Dalgarno sequences. He created E coli with both natural 

ribosomes for their standard genome, and orthogonal ribosomes that would only 

translate a mRNA with the orthogonal Shine Dalgarno sequence, which was not 

translated by the natural ribosomes.90 Realizing this ribosome’s potential in UAA 

mutagenesis, they undertook further directed evolution experiments to increase it’s 

fidelity of translation of amber suppressor92 and 4 base codon93 tRNAs, primarily by 

reducing the orthogonal ribosome’s affinity for RF1. This helps not only increase 

expression yields, especially when incorporating UAAs at multiple sites, but also 
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helps to reduce incorporation of UAA in other proteins whose genes terminate with 

the amber codon, thus reducing the cellular toxicity of amber suppression by 

funneling it towards only the orthogonal ribosomes expressing only the desired 

orthogonal mRNA with the orthogonal Shine Dalgarno sequence. 

1.4.3 Comparison of approaches 

 The chemical acylation approach can be considered to be a simpler system, 

and more “straightforward,” however, it suffers from several key drawbacks. Low 

yields are common in in vitro systems,17 which is further limited by the fact that 

chemical acylation approach consumes acylated UAA tRNA as a “stoichiometric” 

reagent.1 For comparison, the cell free system used in this thesis involves pipetting 19 

different solutions, some involving expensive reagents like uridine triphosphate 

(UTP) and folinic acid, which cost more than 400 USD per gram from Sigma 

Aldrich.94,95 This is in comparison to in vivo E. coli cultures which can be done in 

luria broth (LB), the dry powder of which costs 136 USD per kilogram.96 The fact that 

cell free components are sold on a gram basis while in vivo are sold on the kilogram 

scale also attests to the significant difference in costs. E. coli cultures also can be 

initiated from only a few bacteria, and grown to whatever scale necessary. Cell free 

reactions on the other hand cannot reproduce, and thus rely on a defined volume of 

extract per total reaction volume. 

 On the other hand the orthogonal synthetase approach, which is normally done 

in vivo, though it has ben used in vitro,97,98 is limited by substrate scope and which 

proteins it is capable of producing. Because the orthogonal synthetase approach relies 

on evolution of a synthetase, only UAAs for which a synthetase exists can be 

incorporated. Thus orthogonal synthetases are often limited to smaller UAAs and 

closer analogues of natural amino acids than with chemical acylation.  Other 
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advantages of cell free systems is their openness to modification and ability to express 

toxic proteins which cannot be synthesized in live cells.64 The basic summary being, 

if possible it is preferable to use an orthogonal synthetase in vivo, but if the desired 

product is out of reach of such a system, resort to in vitro chemical acylation. 
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2. OBJECTIVES 

2.1 In vivo objectives 

 The objectives of this thesis were to optimize and validate the in vivo and in 

vitro approaches respectively. In vivo UAA incorporation is primarily limited by the 

availability and cost of amino acid. As already mentioned, media is inexpensive, and 

components such as cells and plasmids are produced by growing cells in media, and 

thus the expense of these components is also not limiting. UAAs usually are not 

commercially available, and require, sometimes complex, synthesis by an organic 

chemist in the lab. Typically only about six to seven grams of cells are isolated from 

one liter of a standard LB culture done in a shake flask, thus cells only occupy a small 

volume of the total LB culture. The UAA on the other hand is distributed throughout 

the culture media. Since protein synthesis occurs only within the cells, there is a great 

amount of unused UAA in the media is not contained within cells. The simplest 

approach of increasing the efficiency of UAA use would be to increase the cell 

density of the culture media. Thus the first target was to optimize conditions for a 

high cell density procedure for in vivo UAA incorporation. 

2.2 In vitro objectives 

 Incorporation of a fluorescent amino acid ideal for single molecule FRET 

studies requires an in vitro approach since no orthogonal aaRS is currently available. 

The ultimate goal was site specific labeling of the protein human Flap Endonuclease 1 

(FEN1), which is involved in ligation of Okazaki fragments and long patch base 

excision repair.99,100 Thus the second objective of this thesis was to both establish an 

in vitro chemical acylation based UAA incorporation procedure in Prof. Hamdan’s 

lab. This method was also used verify the proper acylation of dinucleotide by a newly 

developed procedure. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Preconsiderations 

 In order so simplify protocols, quantification and problem solving wherever 

possible, several things were taken into account when selecting both proteins and 

UAAs that were expressed and incorporated respectively. First, the selected protein 

should be both highly expressed in its wild type form, thus easing quantification, as 

well as reducing the chances that amber mutants fail to express due to issues other 

than amber suppression. Second, the protein should be highly soluble and not 

incorporated into inclusion bodies during expression, making purification and 

quantification easier. Third, procedures for quantification should be simple and fast. 

The fluorescent protein, monomeric teal fluorescent protein (mTFP) meets all of these 

criteria: it is known to be highly expressed, and the fluorescent nature means that 

expression can be quantified by a quick fluorescence assay using a plate reader.101 

Another added advantage is others in our group have extensively studied that mTFP. 

mTFP is highly soluble and stable under a variety of condition, and with rational 

mutagenesis an even more stable variant, mTFP* has been developed. Additionally, a 

his-SUMO tag was introduced because this construct enables a simple protein 

purification procedure if necessary. The UAA used should be of low cost, both in the 

reagents required for synthesis, and in labor time of the person conducting the 

synthesis. Thus paraiodophenylalanine (pIF) was selected for optimization studies, 

which could be synthesized in a single step procedure from phenylalanine. The goals 

of the in vitro approach, which requires the incorporation of the fluorescent 

BODIPYFL-pAF permitted use of fluorescent protein, but UAAs were predefined and 

thus could not be selected for low cost. 
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3.2 In vivo incorporation of para-iodo phenylalanine into mTFP*  

 In order to conserve UAA, wild type expression was monitored under varying 

conditions of high density type cultures, with the assumption that expression levels 

would be proportional. Shake flask culture served as the starting method of cell 

culture. Since quorum sensing and depletion of media will halt further increase in cell 

density, and for sake of simplified procedures, initial investigation was built around 

the concept of growing cultures in large volumes of LB and then concentrating them 

by centrifuging and resuspending the cell pellet in a smaller volume of media. 

 Based on this, two aspects of this general procedure could be optimized: final 

cell density and media composition. In general it made sense to run these variable in 

parallel, testing multiple final cell densities and different media compositions, 

essentially filling a grid of possible compositions. D’Ari and colleagues found that the 

energy sources for E. coli in LB are amino acids,102 which are also proteogenic, thus I 

choose to optimize media by supplementing it with varying concentrations of glycerol 

(Figure 17). From this it appeared that a final glycerol concentration of 1% was ideal, 

and expression levels remained high even when cells were resuspended in only 1/20 

the volume of their culture media. 
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Figure 17: Effect of supplementing LB media with glycerol on protein 
expression, each cluster of columns indicates growth on the given concentration 
of glycerol, expression measured in arbitrary units by fluorescence per volume of 
final culture media. Left most column in each cluster measures expressions where 
5 times the final expression volume was used for cell growth culture, middle 
column (gray) measures expression where 10 times the final expression volume 
was used for cell growth culture, right most column (white) measures expression 
where 20 times the final culture volume was used for cell growth culture. 

Figure 18: Comparison of 20x cell density expression in varying conditions.  
Black: T buffer with 0.2x trace metals, Red: T buffer with 1x trace metals, 
Green: M buffer with 0.2x trace metals, Blue: M buffer with 1x trace metals, 
Purple: 10x concentrated LB control Refer to section 5.1.2 (methods) for T and 
M phosphate buffer as well as trace metals solution compositions 
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Further modification of media, supplementing it with buffers and shifting 

away from rich media using yeast extracts towards defined media where tyrosine, 

which potentially competes with the UAA in the active site of the orthogonal UAA 

aaRS, could be withheld. Media compositions developed by Studeir and colleagues 

proved very useful, and served as a model for these media tests.103 Media composition 

included  

i.  two different phosphate buffers at pH 6.7 (buffer M) and 7.8 

(buffer T) 

ii. two different concentrations of Studeir’s trace metals mix, 

iii. varying concentrations of glycerol, (with a tighter screen around one 

percent volume to volume, where expression had been highest in the 

previous scan)  

iv. a compliment of amino acids: 1g/L aspartate, 100mg/L methionine, 

and 200mg/L of the remaining natural amino acids excluding tyrosine 

and cysteine. Tyrosine was omitted to prevent missacyation by the 

UAA aaRS of the tRNACUA with tyronsine, and cysteine omitted 

because of its propensity to oxidize and react with methionine.  

Best conditions were found at pH 7.8 (buffer T) supplemented with 1% glycerol 

(Figure 18). 

Viability of UAA incorporation was tested in the next step. E. coli BL21DE3 

cells harboring the pEVOL-pIF plasmid which encodes for an UAA aaRS specific for 

pIF, and the corresponding orthogonal tRNACUA , and a pET302 plasmid bearing 

SUMO-mTFPx128AUG (SUMO-tagged mTFP amber mutant) were grown in LB, 

pelleted, and resuspended in 1/20 the volume of defined media with one percent 

glycerol, and amino acid mixture, trace metals, M or T buffer, and 1mM pIF.  Control 
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expressions lacking pIF were included. Without pIF, there are two possible sources of 

fluorescence, first, as no purification was carried out, cells have natural 

autofluoresence, and second from incorporation of a natural amino acid. Controls of 

expression in LB and ten times concentrated LB were also included. As seen in Figure 

19, expression with UAA per volume was only marginally increased using the 

concentration procedure and defined media. In contrast to previous results, the M 

buffered media showed slightly better expression than the T buffered media. 

The concentration procedure was thus deemed unsuitable, and high cell 

density culture was shifted to culturing in a bioreactor. The bioreactor provides much 

greater monitoring and control over culture conditions, but requires more time and 

effort for each culture. Dissolved oxygen content (dO2), pH, and OD can all be 

monitored continuously, additionally, the bioreactor can actively pump air through the 

media, instead of relying on shaking to provide aeration, and the bioreactor can 

directly add feeding solutions into the cell culture. In particular, aeration was 

Figure 19: Test of expression with UAA using mTFP*x128 gene, comparison 
between media and concentration procedures, controls without UAA indicate 
combination of natural amber read through and cell autofluorescence. 
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suspected of being the primary limiting factor in our shake flasks, due to the elevated 

cell densities resulting in much higher oxygen per volume need. 

To identify an optimal growth strategy, E. coli BL21DE3 cells were grown in 

the bioreactor using M buffered minimal media, according to the recipe specified in 

section 5.1.3. During the experiment pH, OD, temperature, and dO2 within the 

bioreactor were monitored, as well as the partial pressures of CO2 and O2 in the 

offgas. The dO2 was used according to the default program in a feedback loop 

adjusting stirring and gassing rates to maintain 100% oxygen saturation. The pH 

meter was used in a similar feedback loop: when the pH strayed 0.05 pH units above 

or bellow the set point of 6.8, acid (2M HCl) or base (2M NaOH) was added until the 

pH was brought back to a pH of 6.8. An important feature of this is that once the 

trigger is met, the pH is brought down or up to the set point value of 6.8 and not the 

trigger values of 6.85 or 6.75. Sample were taken periodically to manually measure 

OD, as the OD sensor in the reactor maxed out quickly and thus proved 

uninformative.  

According to D’Ari’s paper, E. coli preferentially metabolize glycerol over 

amino acids, resulting in a net acidification, however, once glycerol is consumed, 

amino acids become the primary energy source, which results in release of ammonia 

raising the pH of the media.102 As can be seen in Figure 21, pH slowly rose until pH 

6.85, when acid addition was triggered and the pH brought to 6.8. This is 

circumstantial confirmation of D’Ari’s paper; thus, it was assumed that the glycerol 

had been depleted. Based on this assumption, at 16 hours, more glycerol was added 

manually, this is denoted by the first bar in Figure 21. As can be seen, the pH dropped 

precipitously, such that while base addition was triggered, the rate was much too slow 

to compensate for the metabolism of the bacteria. By this point, the bacteria had 
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reached their maximum density of OD600=12 (Figure 20). Subsequent glycerol 

additions did however continue to produce the same sudden drop in pH. Indicating 

that amino acids had been largely consumed. dO2 proved to be less informative, 

nonetheless, from the beginning of the run to the end, gassing and stirring had to be 

significantly increased in order to maintain constant dO2.   

Since glycerol addition lowered pH, and pH increase was due to amino acid 

mextabolism, I proposed a feeding strategy wherin pH served as the trigger for 

glycerol addition. Glycerol would replace HCl, and serve both as a means of 

maintaining pH and as a nonproteogenic energy source, saving the amino acids for 

protein production. This method is fully described in section 5.1.3. According to this 

method, I carried out an expression with the mTFPx128UAG cell strain and 1mM pIF 

in a total expression volume of 500mL. From this, cells were harvested and 

mTFPx128pIF purified according to standard SUMO tag based purification 

Figure 20: Cell growth in bioreactor. BL21DE3 cells were growth in M buffered 
minimal media and 1x trace metals, refer to section 5.1.2 for precise media 
composition. Triangles: OD600 by taking1mL sample and diluting 20x, Circles: dry 
mass of remainder of 1mL sample, bacteria pelleted by centrifugation and dried in 
oven, Squares: OD reported by bioreactor probe 
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procedures. A grand total of 114 mg of mTFPx128pIF was produced. This 

corresponds to 228mg/L of culture and 0.39mg of protein per milligram of pIF used, 

shake flask cultures generally yield around 50mg/L of culture, corresponding to 

0.17mg protein per mg of pIF used. 

  

Figure 21: pH of bioreactor as a function of time, BL21DE3 cells were growing in M 
buffered minimal media with 1x trace  metals. Black bars indicate times of manual 
addition of 40% glycerol 
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3.3 In vitro pIF, pNF, and 

BODIPYFL-AF incorporation 

 The following work is part 

of literature in preparation for 

publication in the journal 

Chembiochem.104 Following 

established procedures, I first 

confirmed the activity of our cell 

free system, by using it to express 

wild type versions of our proteins. 

Expression targets were enhanced 

green fluorescent protein 

(eGFP),105 and FEN1. Both eGFP 

and FEN1 had been shown by 

Fahad Rashid to express strongly in the cell free system. Initial experiments used 

reagent solutions and cell extracts prepared over two years prior. These expressions 

failed. Once new preparations of 

solutions, T7 polymerase and cell 

free extract were made, expressions 

showed good yield using the dialysis 

method of cell free expression. 

Protein was generally observable on 

coommassie stained SDS-PAGE gels 

after four hours of expression in both 

A B 

Figure 22: Confirmation of cell free expression. 
(A) Image of Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE 
showing expression of both full length GFP and 
FEN1. Asterisks indicate respective GFP and 
FEN1 protein bands. (B) Image UV trans 
illumination of cell free expression mixtures 
after expression of GFP, FEN1, and FEN1x109 
amber mutant, demonstrating production of 
fluorescent GFP protein 

Figure 23: Schematic of in vitro labeling of 
GFP via chemically acylated amber 
suppressor tRNA 
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expressions of FEN1 and eGFP (Figure 22A). eGFP expressions also showed visible 

fluorescence when illuminated with UV light (Figure 22 B). I also attempted to use 

mTFP*, but no fluorescence was visible, and thus further attempts at using mTFP* 

were abandoned. It was later discovered that the particular mTFP* gene used was not 

codon optimized and this may have contributed to the poor expression. 

Once the cell free expression system was working (Figure 22), adaptation of 

this system for UAA incorporation could proceed. An alternative procedure for the 

synthesis of UAA acylated dinucleotide substituting pentafluorophenyl esters in place 

of cyanomethyl esters, showing greatly improved yields was recently developed, but 

interpretation of NMR spectra proved unable to unambiguously assign the site of 

acylation to either the 2’ or 3’ OH, both of which are viable for incorporation by the 

ribosome, as opposed to one of the nitrogens of the cytosine or adenine. 

Paranitrophenylalanine (pNF), pIF, and and BODIPYFL linked to para-

aminophenylalanine (BODIPYFL-AF) acylated pdCpA dinucleodide were prepared 

using both cyanomethyl ester,71,76 and  the newly developed method for acylation. 

Thus all that was needed was truncated amber suppressor tRNA. This tRNA was 

synthesized using T7 polymerase from a DNA template. DNA template was 

constructed by means of two rounds of overlapping PCR. Constructed DNA template 

was designed to be as minimal as possible, having only T7 promoter sequence 

followed by the truncated amber suppressor tRNA sequence. Another tRNA template 

was constructed for amber suppressor tRNA that was not truncated, for use in control 

experiments. As Hohsaka and coworkers screening of amber suppressor tRNAs has 

shown that the amber anticondon mutant of Mycoplasma capricolum Trp1 tRNA was 

the most efficient amber suppressor of all suppressor tRNAs they screened,76 this was 

chosen as our amber suppressor tRNA. Amber mutant genes were also prepared, 
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based on a paper by Swartz, residue 151 of eGFP was selected as an ideal site for 

incorporation, as this site is “permissive” and affords high protein yield.98 

Once tRNACUA (truncated and full length) was synthesized, ligation reactions 

between acylated dinucleotide (pNF, pIF, BODIPFYFL-AF) and truncated tRNAs 

were carried out with T4 ligase according to standard procedures.76 tRNA from 

ligation reactions was peleted, and batch reactions were performed by adding cell free 

translation mixtures containing DNA for GFPx151 directly to the pellet (Figure 23). 

Initial experiments failed to show expression either by the less sensitive coomassie 

stain or by the very sensitive western blot, thus the concentration of UAA tRNACUA 

was doubled, and 1 μL dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was added directly to the pellet 

before addition of cell free translation mixture. Under these new conditions, western 

blot analysis observed expression yields between 14 and 50% compared to expression 

of wild type GFP, in line with reported literature (Figure 24).  
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4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

4.1 In vivo 

 High cell density culture in the bioreactor proved to be an effective way of 

producing large amounts of protein using minimal volumes, and most importantly 

minimal amount of UAA.  The use of pH controlled glycerol feeding proved to be a 

facile yet effective strategy. The concentration of CO2 in the offgas was a clear sign 

that oxygen was in high demand, lending support to the hypothesis that shake flasks 

did not provide enough aeration. Future work should focus on fine tuning the pH set 

points at which glycerol begins to be added and the rate of glycerol addition. A 

second aspect worth exploring is continuous feeding of a nitrogen source. Energy is 

only one half of the equation for growing cells to high densities. Basic building 

materials (nitrogen, phosphorous, sulfur etc.) are also necessary. While initially 

energy is limiting, and thus was the first focus of this study, feeding with amino acids 

or ammonia will likely enable even further increase of cell density and protein 

expression.  

4.2 In vitro chemical acylation approach 

 Successful incorporation of the BODIPY fluorophore was confirmed, along 

with pIF and pNF. Batch to batch variation was high, and significant amounts of 

tRNA were required. The system has been proven to be functional, but yields remain 

too low for practical use without further optimization. This work is now a part of a 

manuscript in preparation for publication in the journal Chembiochem.104 

Upon later examination of published literature, I found two oversights in the 

construction of the system. First, in a number of published in vitro chemical acylation 

procedures, including Shultz’s original publication, the pH of the system was lower 

than what I used.4 In Shultz’s original paper he offered a very direct reason: the 
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acylated tRNA was more stable at lower pH, thus they chose to lower the pH 

compared to standard S30 procedures. Remaking the buffer solutions at a lower pH 

might improve incorporation. Another, and perhaps more significant alteration would 

be the use of an E. coli strain with a defective mutant RF1, also done in several papers 

could significantly decrease the reading of the UAG codon as a stop codon, thus 

increasing incorporation of the UAA. 98,106 

 A more exciting direction though, will be modeling the recent papers by 

Swartz, wherein the orthogonal synthetase/tRNA pair is used in vitro.97,98 Instead of 

synthesizing acylated tRNA, orthogonal aaRS and UAA are added directly to the 

system, and tRNA is produce in situ by transcription with T7 polymerase from a DNA 

template produced by PCR. This will likely provide a much higher yield of UAA 

bearing protein, and significantly decrease costs as chemical acylation will no longer 

be necessary, and tRNA need not be produced separately nor used up as a 

“stoichiometric” reagent. This method also has the potential to offer high yield 

production of UAAs which are not very permeable to cells, or proteins that are toxic. 
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5. METHODS 

5.1  In vivo mTFP pIF expression 

mTFP* Expression Optimization 

All cultures were initiated from preculture grown at 37°C overnight in LB 

media at 180mg/L Ampicillin with shaking. Cultures were initiated with appropriate 

dilution of preculture to have a starting OD of 0.05. Cultures were grown in 50ml 

conical vials or in 100ml Erlenmeyer flasks. Glycerol concentration was adjusted by 

diluting 30% glycerol LB media into LB media, or if defined media was used, by 

adding appropriate amount of 40% glycerol in milliQ H2O. Once cultures reach 0.5-

0.6 OD, protein expression was induced by addition of IPTG to a final concentration 

of 0.5 to 1mM unless otherwise noted, and expression was carried out at 20°C with 

shaking overnight. The cell concentrating procedure for induction was carried out as 

follows: once cultures reached 0.5/0.6 OD, cells were pelleted in centrifuge for 15 

minutes at 4500xRCF, media was decanted and cells resuspended in appropriate 

volume of media. Expressions were carried out either in conical vials or 24 well tissue 

culture plates with shaking. 

pET303-SUMO_mTFP* BL21DE3 cells were used in non-UAA incorporation 

experiments, and pET303-SUMO_mTFP*x128.pEVOL_pIF BL21DE3for UAA 

incorporation experiments. Fluorescence was measured on Tecan infinite M1000 

plate reader in 96 well black Nunc plates, with excitation wavelength of 462nm and 

excitation bandwidth of 5nm, and emission wavelength of 492nm with an emission 

band of 5nm, the gain was set to manual at 100, and Z-position calculated from a well 

containing 100μL milliQ-H2O, used as a blank. Serial dilutions were performed on all 

samples, and fluorescence intensities for each experiment calculated as the average of 

the product of the fluoresence of each individual well in the series and it’s 
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corresponding dilution factor.  Concentrated cell expressions were diluted to original 

culture volume in 100mM Tric-HCl pH 7.5 and 500mM NaCl, cells pelleted for 15 

minutes at 4500xRCF, and resuspended in same volume of dilution buffer, then 

appropriate volume of suspension was pipetted to 96 well plate. Because all 

expressions were diluted back to 2x the original concentration, when appropriate, 

expression per volume are given, where in which the raw fluorescence is multiplied 

by the corresponding dilution factor of the expression. 

Media compositions 

Media compositions were based on protocols developed by Studier.103 

Phosphate buffers 

20xT phosphate buffer (approximate pH 7.8) 

250 g/L K2HPO4  
46 g/L NaH2PO4  
 
20x T phosphate buffer was prepared by combining components into schott bottle and 

adding miliQ H2O to 50mL. 

50xM phosphate buffer (approximate pH 6.7) 

175.5 g/L Na2HPO4 
3.4 g/L K2HPO4 
2.68 g/L NH4Cl 
0.71 g/L Na2SO4 

 
50xM phosphate buffer was prepared in 100mL total volume by dissolving 

appropriate mass of each component into 80mL miliQ H2O and adjusting final 

volume to 100mL and autoclaving. Final pH is approximately 6.7 

Amino acid supplements 

There are three types of amino acid solutions, which are used in defined media. 

Generally, cultures before expression are grown only with 10 ml/L of 25% aspartate, 
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while concentrated media for expression contained 4mL/L 25% aspartate, 4 mL/L 

168mM methionine, and 20mL/L of 17 AA solution 

 

25% aspartate 

25% aspartate is prepared by combining 250g aspartic acid, 8g NaOH, and 84mL 

milliQ H2O, the final volume comes to 100mL. Solution should be autoclaved after 

mixing. 

168mM Methionine 

25g/L Methionine 

As always, milliQ H2O is used as the solvent, generally solution is prepared in 50mL 

volumes, and autoclaved after mixing. 

17AA 

2 g of all amino acids, except tyrosine, methionine, and cysteine were combined and 

milliQ H2O added to a final volume of 200 mL, and filter sterilized. Autoclaving is 

not an option, as glutamine and asparagine will deaminate during autoclaving. 

Metals solutions 

100x Trace metals 

221.9 mg/L CaCl2•6H2O 
197.1 mg/L MnCl2•4H2O 
136.315 mg/L ZnCl2 
47.6 mg/L CoCl2•6H2O 
34.1 mg/L CuCl2•2H2O 
47.5 mg/L NiCl2•6H2O 
48.4 mg/L Na2MoO4•2H2O 
52.6 mg/L Na2SeO3•5H2O 
12.1 mg/L H3BO3 
 
The standard solvent of milliQ H2O was used. Solution was autoclaved, a small 

amount of greenish precipitate was present. I suggest future preparations omit 

Na2SeO3H2O, as I suspect the precipitate to be CuSeO3, Na2SeO3 should be 
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prepared as a separate solution. It should also be noted that different concentrations of 

final Trace metals solutions were investigated, thus “100x” is reflective of the 

concentration for only some media compositions, denoted 1x trace metals, where 

100x trace metals was added in a 1:100 trace metals:final volume ratio. Others, 

denoted 0.2x trace metals indicate a 1:500 dilution ratio. 

2000x Iron Citrate solution (0.1M Fe(III)Citrate, 0.3M Citrate) 

Iron is added in the form of iron citrate 

50 mL total volume is made: 

1.3198 g/L Fe(III)Citrate•H2O 

2.8818 g/L Citric acid 

Traditional solvent of milliQ H2O was used, generally prepared in 50mL volumes. In 

order to dissolve solution must be stirred with heating for 2-4 hours as dissolution is 

kinetically slow. One fully dissolved, solution was autoclaved. Iron citrate solution is 

always used in conjunction with the trace metals solution. The ratio of 100x trace 

metals solution and iron citrate solution was always the same, 1:20 iron citrate:100x 

trace metals. Thus the iron citrate can be considered a component of the true trace 

metals solutions. 

Bioreactor UAA Expression Protocol 

The DASGIP cell culture parallel bioreactor system was used in the following 

bioreactor protocol. 

1. Set up bioreactor vessel in standard way: 

a. all 4 addition ports used, assigned as follows (assinment of pumps to 

ports need not be as described here): 

A. 2M HCl 

B. 2M NaOH 
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C. 60% glycerol (40% should also do) 

D. 10% antifoam a  

b. pH, disolved O2 and OD sensors installed, also obviously temerature 

probe as well (uses special port) 

c. Level sensor should be set to approximate middle of bioreactor- 

providing for a few centimeters of foam 

2. Prepare 500mL media in bioreactor as follows: 

a. 10 mL 50xM phosphate buffer 

b. 1  mL 100x trace metals solution 

c. 50 μL 0.1M Fe(III)citrate 0.3M citric acid solution 

d. 1 mL 1M MgSO4 

e. 2 mL 25% Asp solution 

f. 2 mL 162 mM methionine 

g. 12.5 mL 40% glycerol (final concentration should be 1%, if other 

concentration of glycerol available, use appropriate dilution to make 

1%) 

h. 461.45 mL H2O (bring final volume to 490 mL, adjust if using other 

concentration of glycerol or other component) will add additional 10 

mL of amino acid solution that is not autoclavable 

3. Autoclave bioreactor vessel 

4. Hook bioreactor vessel up to bioreactor- attach all sensor cables, gas feed and 

outlet, condenser coolant lines etc. 

5. Add non-autoclavable media components 

a. 10 mL 17 Amino Acid (AA) solution 

b. 90mg/L ampicillin (250μL of 180mg/mL Ampicilin in H2O) 
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c. 25mg/L chloramphenical. (500μL of 25mg/mL Chloramphenicol 

disolved in 70% EtOH) 

d. add through sample port- if concerned about sterility, use syringe filter 

remember to flush sample port with 1.5 mL H2O to ensure components 

enter media and do not stay in sample tube’s dead volume 

6. Calibrate O2, pH, and OD sensors 

7. Once calibration is done, set up bioreactor to maintain37°C, 100% O2 

saturation, and have pH control by adding base in standard way (talk to Stefan, 

pH should be mantained at 6.8), and add 60% glycerol when pH is above 6.85, 

and 2M HCl+60% glycerol when pH is above 6.9 

8. Bioreactor will require pre-incubation time to adjust pH to 6.8- note if pH 

starts above 6.8, do not add extra glycerol 

9. Once pH has been adjusted to 6.8, inoculate with overnight preculture (grow 

50mL in LB) to a starting OD of 0.05 

10. Allow to grow till OD reaches 12, as determined by taking samples, internal 

OD sensor will max out before this. May wait longer to see if OD climbs 

higher, best results likely when OD is near maximum 

11. Begin induction of pEVOL system (add unnatural amino acid (UAA ie 

pIF/pAZF) and arabinose) 

a. 2mM UAA 

i. so far I have been unable to solublize UAA in small enough 

volume, so will likely have to add as solid, and use sterile 

milliQ to rinse any particles that stick to the glass of the 

bioreactor vessel (stirring should disolve UAA efficiently) 

b. 0.06% arabinose(this concentration may not be ideal) 
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i. Advice: prepare 20% arabinose solution, add 1.5mL, total dry 

weight arabinose at this concentration for 500mL will be 30 

mg, could add as solid, similar to UAA 

ii. Remember to flush sample port 

12. Wait 30 minutes- 1 hr for induction of pEVOL system to generate enough 

tRNA 

13. Induce protein expression with IPTG 

a. 0.5mM sufficient- add 250 μL 1M IPTG in H2O 

b. remember to flush sample port 

14. Lower temperature to 20°C for protein expression, keep all other controls the 

same (100% O2 saturation, pH control as before, NaOH addition as normal, 

glycerol at pH 6.85, HCl at pH 6.9 

15. Allow 1-2 days expression time 

16. Harvest cells 

a. Significant protein may remain in supernatant, as media is buffered, 

may be easiest to skip the centrifugation step and simply lyse the cells 

in media with French Press 

17. Purify Protein 

 

5.2 In vitro acylation methods 

Construction of DNA template for truncated orthogonal tRNA 

Modified Mycoplasma capricolum Tyr amber suppressor tRNA lacking the final two 

3’-dinucleotides was constructed.[X25,26] Positions 24-26 were mutated to the CUA 

anticodon, and the G1C72A73 mutation was made to decrease the amount of 

enzymatic aminoacylation in the cell free extract. The PCR reaction used to construct 
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a DNA template was carried out in two reaction steps. In the first step, primers 

corresponding to the nucleotides 1-33 and 24-46 were extended. In the second step, 

PCR product taken directly from reaction mixture of the first step was amplified with 

primers corresponding to the T7 promoter followed by nucleotides for position 1-9, 

and position 37-74. All reactions were carried out in 50 μL volumes using KOD hot 

start polymerase kit. Final PCR product was isolated using Qiagen PCR cleanup kits 

(Cat. # 28106). 

Transcription of truncated tRNA 

Reactions were carried out in 500 μL aqueous solution containing 40 mM Tris–HCl 

(pH 8.0), 20 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 4 mM NTP, 2 mM spermidine, 10 μg/mL BSA, 

40 units of ribonuclease inhibitor, 1 unit of inorganic pyrophosphatase and 400 units 

of T7 RNA polymerase. The reaction mixture was incubated at 37 °C overnight. After 

transcription, 20 μL DNase I from New England Bio Labs were added and the 

mixture was incubated for 3 hours at 37 °C, in order to remove the DNA template. 

Reaction was then stopped by addition of 50 μL of 1 M sodium acetate pH 5.5. RNA 

was extracted by phenol:chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation. The 

resulting pellet was redisolved in RNase free water, and concentration was measured 

on Thermo Scientific Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer. 

Ligation of acylated dinucleotide to truncated tRNA  

Ligation reactions were carried out in 30 (initial trials) or 60 μL (refined procedure) 

aqueous solution containing 55 mM HEPES-Na pH 7.5, 15 mM MgCl2, 3.3 mM 

DTT, 1 mM ATP, 20 μg/mL bovine serum albumin, 15 units T4 RNA Ligase I (New 

England Biolabs, Cat. # M0204L), 2.2 μM pdCpA dinucleotide unnatural amino acid 

construct, and 125 (initial trials) or 250 (refined procedure) nM tRNA. UAA was 

initially dissolved in DMSO, and additional DMSO was added to the mixture 
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resulting in a final DMSO concentration of 10% v:v. Reactions were carried out 

overnight at 4 °C. Reactions were stopped by addition of sodium acetate solution pH 

5.5 to a final sodium acetate concentration of 0.1 M, and then phenol:chloroform 

extraction followed by ethanol precipitation was carried out to isolate the ligated 

tRNA. tRNA was hydroscopic and after drying would absorb water from the 

atmosphere redisolving to an approximate volume of 2μL. 

Cell extract preparation 

Cell extracts were prepared according to textbook procedures.107  

Cells are first grown in 100mL LB preculture overnight at 37°C, and then entire 

preculture used to inoculate 10 L bioreactor culture. Bioreactor media is prepared by 

combining three solutions, 2 YL, Phosphate buffer, and glucose solution. 

2 YL: 

160g Tryptone 
100g Yeast extract 
50g NaCl 
dissolve in milliQ H2O to a final volume of 8L and autoclave 

Phosphate buffer 

29.9g KH2PO4 
91.3g K2HPO4 

dissolve in milliQ H2O to final volume of 1L and autoclave 

Glucose solution 

198.17g glucose, dissolved in milliQ H2O and filter sterilized 

Combine all three components in bioreactor and inoculate with entire preculture. Set 

bioreactor to have the following constant settings: 5L/minute air flow rate, 37°C 

constant temperature, stirring at 500 rpm. OD was measured every 30 minutes, and 

once it exceeded 2.5, bioreactor reactor contents were collected into 10L flasks and 

cooled on ice for 5 minutes. Then cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 5000g for 
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10 minutes at 4°C. Cells were then washed with buffer A (table 1) and recentrifuged 

as before, this procedure was repeated twice, followed by a final washing step where 

cells are centrifuged for 30 minutes at 6500g at 4°C. Cells were massed, and 

resuspended in 1.1mL buffer B(table 1)/g of cells. Cells were then passed through 

French press twice at the highest pressure setting. Lysed cells were then centrifuged 

for 30 minutes at 30000g at 4°C, supernatant was again centrifuged for 30 minutes at 

30000g at 4°C. Supernatant was then divided into aliquots of 9mL each. To each 

aliquot 1mL of 4M NaCl was added and incubated at 42°C for 45 minutes in order to 

remove native mRNA from the ribosomes. Then cell lysate is dialyzed twice against 

5L of S30 buffer each dialysis, for at least 4 hours each dialysis, and both done at 

4°C. Dialyzed cell lysate was centrifuged a final time for 30 minutes at 30000g at 

4°C, and supernatant aliquoted and flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C. 

 

Table 1: S30 lysate preparation buffers 

Buffer A Buffer B S30 buffer 
100mM Tris-Acetate 
pH8.2 
140mM magnesium 
acetate 
0.6mM potassium 
chloride 
6mM β-mercaptoethanol 

100mM Tris-Acetate pH8.2 
140mM magnesium acetate 
0.6mM potassium chloride 
1mM dithiothreitol 
0.mM 
pentamethylsulfonylfluoride 

100mM Tris-Acetate 
pH8.2 
140mM magnesium 
acetate 
0.6 mM potassium acetate 

 

 

Cell free expressions 

Cell free expressions were carried out in either in dialysis or batch reactions. Dialysis 

reactions were carried out using 140 μL of translation mixture in a dialysis cup placed 

in a 2mL microcentrifuge tube filled with 2mL of feeding mixture. Procedures were 

taken from textbook literature.107 
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Stock solutions were prepared according to Table 2. 

The following buffer, amino acid mix, and NTP solutions were also prepared: 

H+E 

2.88 HEPES-K pH 8.0 
20mM EDTA-K pH 8.0 
prepared by combining 3 M HEPES-K pH8.0 and 0.5M EDTA-K pH 8.0 in a ratio of 
24:1 HEPES:EDTA 
 

NTP mixture  

Combine equal volumes of ATP, CTP, GTP, and UTP solutions. The resulting 

solutions will contain 90mM ATP, 60mM CTP, 60mM GTP, and 60mM UTP. 

Amino Acid Mix: combining 2mL of all single amino acid solutions except tyrosine, 

and 10mL tyrosine solution, for a total volume of 48mL, thus the amino acid mix 

solution will have a 4mM concentration of all amino acids except tyrosine, and a 

20mM tyrosine concentration. 

RCWMDE 

 Combine 2mL of each of the following single amino acid solutions: arginine, 

cysteine, tryptophan, methionine, aspartate, and glutamate, resulting in a 16.7mM 

concentration of each of those amino acids. 
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Table 2: Cell free single component stock solutions 

Reagent Weight 
(mg) 

 Final 
volume 
(mL) 

remarks conc (mM) 

E. coli tRNA 40 1.15   
Acetyl Phosphate 
(AcP) 

368.2 2 add 20 μL 10M KOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

1000 

Phosphoenol 
Pyruvate (PEP) 

421.1 2 add 470 μL 10M KOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

1021.59146 

ATP disodium salt 435.7 2 add 233 μL 5M NaOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

359.9636484 

CTP disodium salt 272.3 2 add 72 μL 5M NaOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

240.0811144 

GTP sodium salt 
hydrate 

253 2 add 144 μL 5M NaOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

239.9924113 

UTP 254 2 add 66 μL 5M NaOH to 
adjust pH to 7.0 

230.8671151 

Folinic Acid 10 1  19.55034213 
DTT 154 2  499.3514916 
Magnesium Acetate 
Mg(OAc)2 

10720 50  1000 

Potassium Acetate 
(KOAc) 

10626 50  2165.698563 

PEG8000 20000 50 heat to 30°C  
Sodium Azide NaN3 100 1 10% solution 1538.224888 
Arginine ( R) 316.05 15  100 
Asparagine (N) 198.15 15 Ultrasonicate to solublize 100 
Alanine (A) 133.635 15 add 100μL 10M KOH 100 
Aspartate (D) 199.65 15 add 30μL 10M KOH 100 
Glutamate (E) 220.65 15  100 
Glutamine (Q) 219.15 15  100 
Glycine (G) 112.605 15  100 
Histidine (H) 314.4 15  100 
Isoleucine (I) 196.8 15  100 
Leucine (L) 196.8 15  100 
Phenylalanine (F) 247.8 15 Disolve in 100mM HEPES 

pH8.0 solution 
100 

Proline (P) 172.65 15 Disolve in 100mM HEPES 
pH8.0 solution 

100 

Lysine (K) 219.3 15 Disolve in 100mM HEPES 
pH8.0 solution 

100 

Serine (S) 157.65 15  100 
Tryptophan (W) 306.3 15  100 
Threonine (T) 178.65 15  100 
Valine (V) 175.65 15  100 
Cysteine (C) 263.4 15  100 
Methionine (M) 223.8 15  100 
Tyrosine (Y) 271.8 15  100 
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Cell free expressions are carried out by first assembling the energy source mixture, 

according to table x, this solution is then used to make both expression solution and 

feeding solution as defined below. When dialysis method is used, the volume of the 

energy solution is such that the aliquot for the expression mixture can be taken and 

the feeding mixture is assembled by adding components to the remainder of the 

energy source. 

Table 3: Energy solution composition for a single reaction 

Stock Solution Volume (μL) 
RCWMDE 135 
Amino Acid Mix 281.3 
AcP 45 
PEP 45 
NTP solution 30 
DTT 9 
Folinic Acid 22.5 
Complete Solution 45 
Buffer (H+E) 82.5 
Mg(OAc)2 22.7 
KOAc 84.8 
PEG8000 112.5 
NaN3 11.3 
Total Volume: 926.6 
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Table 4: Reaction mixture composition 

Component Volume (μL) 
Energy 
Source 

61.8 

S30 extract 52.5 
RNAse 
inhibitor 

1.41 

E. coli tRNA 1.88 
Pyruvate 
Kinase 

0.6 

T7 
polymerase 

0.5 

Plasmid between 15 and 
100ng 

RNAse free water added to make 
final volume of 150 μL 
 

Table 5: Feeding solution composition 

Component Volume 
(μL) 

Energy Source 864.8 
S30 buffer 735 
Amino Acid 
Mix 

263 

RNAse free 
water 

238 

Total 2100.8 
 

Concentrations of all general cell free components are given in Table 7, while 

concentration of components specific to the expression mixture are given in Table 6. 

Table 6: Final concentrations of components specific to expression solution 

Expression mixture 
component 

Conc. unit 

S30 extract 0.35 % 
E. coli tRNA 0.44 mg/mL 
Pyruvate Kinase 0.04 mg/mL 
T7 polymerase 0.00 dilution ratio 
RNAse inhibitor 0.30 U/μL 
Plasmid 0.60 μg/μL 
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Table 7: Concentrations of general chemicals in cell free solutions 

Solution compositions:   
 Energy (mM) Expression (mM) Feeding (mM) 
Acetyl Phosphate (AcP) 48.56 20.01 19.99 
Phosphoenol Pyruvate (PEP) 49.61 20.44 20.42 
ATP disodium salt 2.91 1.20 1.20 
CTP disodium salt 1.94 0.80 0.80 
GTP sodium salt hydrate 1.94 0.80 0.80 
UTP 1.87 0.77 0.77 
Folinic Acid 0.47 0.20 0.20 
DTT 4.85 2.00 2.00 
Magnesium Acetate 
Mg(OAc)2 

24.50 59.09 59.07 

Potassium Acetate (KOAc) 198.20 81.87 81.80 
PEG8000 (%) 4.86 2.00 2.00 
Sodium Azide NaN3 18.76 7.73 7.72 
HEPES 256.48 105.67 105.58 
EDTA 1.81 0.74 0.74 
Arginine ( R) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Asparagine (N) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Alanine (A) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Aspartate (D) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Glutamate (E) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Glutamine (Q) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Glycine (G) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Histidine (H) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Isoleucine (I) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Leucine (L) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Phenylalanine (F) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Proline (P) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Lysine (K) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Serine (S) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Tryptophan (W) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Threonine (T) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Valine (V) 1.26 0.52 1.04 
Cysteine (C) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Methionine (M) 3.69 1.52 2.04 
Tyrosine (Y) 6.32 2.61 5.21 
Complete Solution (x 
concentration) 

2.43 1.00 1.00 

Tris-Acetate pH 8.2 0.00 35.00 34.99 
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Western Blot analysis of cell free expression  

Cell free extract was divided into 4 μL aliquots and stored at −80 °C. For Western 

Blot analysis aliquots were thawed and then 2 μL samples were treated with 8 μL ice 

cold acetone, and incubated at −20 °C for 10 min before centrifuging in tabletop 

centrifuge for 30 s. Supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in SDS 

loading buffer. To ensure denaturation of protein, samples were heated to 95 °C for 3 

min before running on SDS-PAGE (35 min at 30 mA constant current, in 10% 

BioRad TGX precaset gel, Cat. # 456-1035). All 6 μL of sample were loaded onto the 

gel except in the case of GFP WT, where samples were serial diluted in SDS buffer 

and then 6 μL of dilution was loaded onto the gel. Blotting was done for 1 h at 390 

mA constant current, onto PVDF membrane. Membranes were then blocked with 50 

g/L BioRad blotting grade dry milk suspended in TBSD, either for 1 h at r.t. or 

overnight at 4 °C, followed by staining with Mouse IgG1 Anti-His antibody for 2 h at 

r.t. or overnight at 4 °C. Membranes were then washed (4 x 5 min) with TBSD buffer, 

and stained with secondary antibody for 1 h at r.t. or overnight at 4 °C, after which the 

washing procedure was repeated. Finally membranes were exposed to SuperSignal 

West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate  (Thermo Scientific, Cat. # 34080) and 

imaged on ImageQuant LAS4000. Quantification of bands was carried out using 

imageJ software. Chemiluminesence was also visualized by 2 minute exposure to 

Denville Autoradiography Film (Cat. # E3012). 
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